
WRITING AN ABSTRACT FOR A RESEARCH PAPER SAMPLE

An abstract is an outline/brief summary of your paper and your whole project. Abstracts highlight major points of your
research and explain why your work is.

Respondents were randomly divided into two conditions large and small social distance and asked to respond
to one of two sets of fundraising material. Academic writing and publishing: a practical guide. If your aim was
to solve a practical problem, the conclusions might include recommendations for implementation. Start by
answering the following questions: What made you decide to do this study or project? As the abstract is
almost always one long paragraph, the individual sections should naturally merge into one another to create a
holistic effect. Abstract Very short, in many cases even less than words cf. What is the scope of your
studyâ€”does it try to explain something general or specific? Department of Biology. Each section is quite
compactâ€”only a single sentence or two, although there is room for expansion if one element or statement is
particularly interesting or compelling. Research all of the guidelines and requirements As you will read time
and again in any article about research writing, you should always closely follow the specific guidelines and
requirements indicatedâ€”be it for publication in a journal, for consideration at a conference, or even for a
class assignment. Descriptive Abstract A descriptive abstract indicates the type of information found in the
work. This part should be a straightforward description of what you did in one or two sentences. For this
reason, an abstract has to offer everything the reader needs in order to evaluate the relevance of a research
paper for their own work. And also abstract is small, up to words or even less no more than one page , so you
need to make it short and very informative at the same time. A good first place to start your research is to
search Dissertation Abstracts International for all dissertations that deal with the interaction between
newspapers and politics. Why write an abstract? The last section draws a valid conclusion drawn from the data
in the previous section and may also contain recommendations for action or further research. Scribbr editors
not only correct grammar and spelling mistakes, but also strengthen your writing by making sure your paper is
free of vague language, redundant words and awkward phrasing. Rules set forth in writing manual vary but, in
general, you should center the word "Abstract" at the top of the page with double spacing between the heading
and the abstract. Do the results of your research have wider implications that should be stressed in the
abstract? In the first draft, you may not remember all the key terms or the results, but you will remember what
the main point of the work was. It makes no judgments about the work, nor does it provide results or
conclusions of the research. Oertner, St. If in your paper you reviewed the work of others, explain this here.
But there are two basic styles of abstract: descriptive and informative. This study aims to determine how
environmental organizations can target fundraising campaigns to increase donations. These sections should
contain all the main ideas and key terms in the paper. The abstract SHOULD NOT contain: Lengthy
background or contextual information, Redundant phrases, unnecessary adverbs and adjectives, and repetitive
information; Acronyms or abbreviations, References to other literature [say something like, "current research
shows that Some view federal agencies, courts, political parties, or economic elites as the agents driving
institutional change, but typically these groups acted in response to movement demands and the leverage
brought to bear by the civil rights movement. How does this work add to the body of knowledge on the topic?
Abstracts allow readers who may be interested in a longer work to quickly decide whether it is worth their
time to read it. A well-written humanities draft will have a clear and direct thesis statement and informative
topic sentences for paragraphs or sections. Are the results of this study going to shake up the scientific world?
It is the ultimate way of advertising your research. Each sentence should clearly communicate one main point.


